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The low-energy electronic states of the iron-based superconductors are strongly affected by both
spin-orbit coupling and, when present, by the nematic order. These two effects have different
physical origins, yet they can lead to similar gap features in the electronic spectrum. Here we show
how to disentangle them experimentally in the iron superconductors with one Fe plane per unit cell.
Although the splitting of the low energy doublet at the Brillouin zone center (Γ-point) can be due
to either the spin-orbit coupling or the nematic order, or both, the degeneracy of each of the doublet
states at the zone corner (M -point) is protected by the space group symmetry even when spin-orbit
coupling is taken into account. Therefore, any splitting at M must be due to lowering of the crystal
symmetry, such as due to the nematic order. We further analyze a microscopic tight-binding model
with two different contributions to the nematic order: dxz/dyz onsite energy anisotropy and the
dxy hopping anisotropy. We find that a precise determination of the former, which has been widely
used to characterize the nematic phase, requires a simultaneous measurement of the splittings of the
Γ-point doublet and at the two low-energy M -point doublets. We also discuss the impact of twin
domains and show how our results shed new light on ARPES measurements in the normal state of
these materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most iron based superconductors [1], the normal
state displays two instabilities: a spin-density wave
(SDW) transition at TSDW and an orthorhombic/nematic
transition at Tnem ≥ TSDW [2]. Angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy (ARPES), being sensitive to the
electronic energy-momentum dispersion [3], is an attrac-
tive tool to probe how these distinct ordered states man-
ifest themselves in the electronic spectrum [4–12]. How-
ever, the close proximity of the different electronic en-
ergy scales, together with the multi-orbital character of
the band structure, render this task non-trivial [13]. For
instance, in several iron pnictides, a partial energy gap of
about 50 meV reported in optics experiments, and also
observed by ARPES at the points where folded and un-
folded bands cross, has been attributed to the formation
of the metallic SDW order [14–16]. This is of the same
order of magnitude as the energy splitting attributed to
the tetragonal symmetry-breaking arising from the for-
mation of the orthorhombic/nematic phase [4]. As the
system is doped towards its maximum superconducting
transition temperature, both gaps decrease [16]. Mean-
while, an atomic-like spin-orbit coupling present in the
system gives rise to splittings at the Γ point of the or-
der of 10-30 meV in the band structure [17] without any
broken-symmetry [13].

Establishing clear criteria to correctly identify the ori-
gin of these spectral features is therefore important to
advance our understanding of the normal state of the
iron superconductors. In principle, the effects of the
SDW order – established independently using neutron
scattering – on the electronic spectrum can be unam-
biguously identified, because, being a commensurate den-
sity wave, the lattice translational symmetry-breaking

is manifested in a folding of the band structure in the
momentum space. The case of the nematic splitting
is however more subtle, because it involves only rota-
tional symmetry-breaking, without the lattice transla-
tional symmetry-breaking, and therefore no zone fold-
ing. As an illustration, consider the subspace spanned
by the dxz and dyz Fe orbitals only. On the one
hand, the nematic order breaks the tetragonal symme-
try, giving rise to an additional term in the Hamiltonian:

∆nem

∑

kσ

(

c†xz,kσcxz,kσ − c†yz,kσcyz,kσ

)

, where the oper-

ator ca,kσ destroys an electron at orbital a with momen-
tum k and spin σ. The result is the splitting between
the on-site energies of these two orbitals. On the other
hand, the spin-orbit coupling λSOC mixes the two or-
bitals, and splits the energy of the resulting admixtures,
without breaking the tetragonal symmetry, via the addi-

tional term: iλSOC

∑

kσ σ
(

c†xz,kσcyz,kσ − c†yz,kσcxz,kσ

)

.

To distinguish these two features experimentally, one
could in principle use spin polarized ARPES or use the
fact that while ∆nem has a pronounced temperature de-
pendence, λSOC is expected to be nearly temperature-
independent. However, the electronic spectral-function’s
lifetime, manifested as a broadening of the ARPES data,
is also strongly temperature-dependent [18, 19], making
this procedure challenging.

It is important to keep in mind that the orbital states
are not the eigenstates of the electronic Bloch problem
[20–23]. At first, one may think that this feature ren-
ders the qualitative distinction between the effects of the
spin-orbit coupling and the nematic order less transpar-
ent. Indeed, any transformation from the 3d orbital ba-
sis of 2 Fe atoms in the crystallographic unit cell to the
band basis requires diagonalizing a 20× 20 matrix in the
presence of spin-orbit coupling. The size of the matrix
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Figure 1: (a) Crystallographic unit cell with 2 Fe atoms. The
two coordinate systems (kx, ky) and (Kx,Ky) are shown in
the figure. (b) Schematic representation of the low-energy
model [13] with one doublet Eg at the Γ = (0, 0, 0) point and
two doublets EM1

and EM3
at the M = (π, π, 0) point [24].

is larger if the puckered pnictogen or chalcogen is taken
into account as well. However, there is an alternative [13].
Because the Fermi pockets are usually small and centered
at high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone, one can
focus on the band basis states directly at the high sym-
metry points. Using the properties of the space-group
representations near these points, we can qualitatively
distinguish the spectral manifestations of spin-orbit cou-
pling and the nematic splitting, sidestepping the need to
analyze large matrices.

To this end, we use the effective low-energy model
derived using the group-theoretical arguments [13] in
the vicinity of Γ = (0, 0, 0) and M = (π, π, 0) points
of the crystallographic Brillouin zone. Focusing on the
iron superconductors with tetragonal P4/nmm symme-
try group, such as the 11 (FeSe, FeTe), the 111 (NaFeAs,
LiFeAs) and the 1111 (LaFeAsO, CeFeAsO) families, and
in the presence of time-reversal symmetry, this model fea-
tures one doublet at Γ, from which two hole pockets origi-
nate, and two doublets atM , from which the two electron
pockets originate [24] (see Fig. 1). We find that while the
doublet at Γ is split by both spin-orbit coupling [13] and
nematic order, the two doublets at M are split only by
the nematic order. Indeed, without nematic order, the
doublets at theM point are guaranteed [13], because each
transforms as a single four-dimensional double-valued ir-
reducible representation of the space group P4/nmm (see
Ref. [25]). This result, being a consequence of the space
group symmetry, is general. Our additional analysis us-
ing the ten-orbital tight-binding model derived from ab

initio calculations of Ref. [26] shows that one of the
doublets at M is most affected by the on-site energy dif-
ference between the dxz and dyz orbitals, and the other
doublet at M by the anisotropy in the hopping parame-
ter connecting the dxy orbitals of neighboring Fe atoms.
Because all three quantities contribute to the splittings
of the three doublets, it is necessary to simultaneously
measure the three splittings in ARPES experiments in or-
der to unambiguously disentangle the effects of nematic-
ity and the spin-orbit coupling. Finally, we discuss the
role played by twin domains and the applicability of our
results to the 122 family of iron superconductors with
I4/mmm space-group symmetry, such as BaFe2As2.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we
introduce the low-energy model in the presence of both
spin-orbit coupling and nematic order, and discuss the
corresponding band dispersions. In Section III we com-
pare these results to first-principle calculations fitted to
a 10-orbital tight-binding model, and to ARPES experi-
ments. Conclusions are presented in Section IV.

II. EFFECTIVE LOW-ENERGY MODEL

The low energy effective Hamiltonian for the states
near the Fermi level, corresponding to small hole-like
and electron-like pockets, can be obtained from the k.p
expansion around the Γ and M points of the crystallo-
graphic Brillouin zone, which contains 2 Fe atoms [13].
A schematic representation of the corresponding unit cell
is shown in Fig. 1a; hereafter, xy refer to the Fe-As or-
thogonal directions (parallel to the crystallographic ab
axes), whereas XY refer to the Fe-Fe orthogonal direc-
tions. Here, we focus on the kz = 0 plane only, since
ARPES measurements have enough resolution to select
single kz values via the energy of the incoming photon
[8]. All the orbitals are defined with respect to the Fe-Fe
square lattice, i.e. in the notation dxz, dyz, dxy, dx2−y2 ,
d3z2−r2 the subscripts should be understood as referring
to the XY coordinate system.

At Γ, the irreducible representations of the P4/nmm
space group, suitable for the systems with a single Fe
layer per unit cell (i.e. the 11, 111, and 1111 families)
are the same as those of the well known point group D4h.
Two hole pockets emerge from the Eg doublet, at an en-
ergy ǫΓ > 0, which has degenerate dxz/dyz orbital char-
acter (for convenience, we set the chemical potential to
zero). Additional hole pockets may or may not emerge
from the singlets A1g (with d3z2−r2 orbital character) and
B1g (with dxy character), depending on their position rel-
ative to the Fermi level. Because the main qualitative
changes caused by the nematic order and the spin-orbit
coupling occur in the degenerate states, we focus on the
states arising from the Eg doublet only. For each spin
projection, σ, we denote them by a two component spinor
ψΓ,σ (k).

In contrast, at the M point, the irreducible represen-
tations of the space group cannot be mapped onto those
of the point group D4h. This is a consequence of the fact
that P4/nmm is a non-symmorphic space group, due to
the presence of an n-glide plane symmetry, i.e. mirror
reflection about the Fe plane followed by the translation
by the half unit cell diagonal [13]. Ignoring the spin de-
generacy, one finds that all irreducible representations at
M are two-dimensional, denoted by EM in Ref.[13]. The
two electron pockets arise from the doublet EM1

, at an
energy ǫ1 < 0 and with dxz/dyz orbital character, and
from the doublet EM3

, at an energy ǫ3 < ǫ1 < 0 and
with dxy orbital character (see Fig. 1b). Out of these 4
states we build two spinors ψX,σ (k) and ψY,σ (k), whose
upper (lower) components transform respectively as EX

M1
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and EY
M1

(EX
M3

and EY
M3

). A schematic representation of
these states is shown in Fig. 1.

Defining the enlarged spinor Ψ†
σ =

(

ψ†
X,σ ψ†

Y,σ ψ†
Γ,σ

)

, the low-energy Hamiltonian

can be written as

H =
∑

kαβ

Ψ†
α (k)Hαβ (k)Ψβ (k) , (1)

where (suppressing α, β and k) the matrix

H = H0 +HSOC +Hnem, (2)

is the single-particle Hamiltonian in the nematic-
paramagnetic state. The first two terms were obtained
in Ref. [13] and we repeat here the results. For the non-
interacting H0 part, we obtain:

H0 (k) =





h+M (k) 0 0
0 h−M (k) 0
0 0 hΓ (k)



 � σ0, (3)

with 2× 2 matrices:

h±M (k) =
∑

i=1,3

(

ǫi +
k2

2mi

± aikxky

)

τ̃i + v± (k) τ2,

hΓ (k) =

(

ǫΓ +
k2

2mΓ

)

τ0 + bkxkyτ3 + c
(

k2x − k2y
)

τ1,

(4)

where τ̃1 = 1
2 (τ0 + τ3), τ̃3 = 1

2 (τ0 − τ3), and:

v± (k) = v (±kx + ky) + p1
(

±k3x + k3y
)

+ p2kxky (kx ± ky) (5)

The Pauli matrices σ refer to the spin space, whereas
the Pauli matrices τ refer to the spinor space. The sim-
plicity and generality of this model should be evident
when compared to the 10-orbital tight-binding model
with fifth-neighbor hopping parameters. The 13 free pa-
rameters are material-dependent, and can be fit to first-
principle calculations. For concreteness, in this paper we
use the parameters defined in the first row of Table IX
of Ref. [13]. The corresponding band dispersions and
Fermi surfaces are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 2. For
the spin-orbit term HSOC we have:

HSOC (k) =





0 hSOC
M (k) 0

(

hSOC
M

)†
(k) 0 0

0 0 hSOC
Γ (k)



 , (6)

with 4× 4 matrices:

hSOC
M (k) = i

λ

4
(τ+ � σ1 + τ− � σ2) ,

hSOC
Γ (k) =

λ

2
τ2 � σ3, (7)

and using the usual definition τ± = τ1± iτ2. Here, λ sets
the strength of the spin-orbit coupling, which, without
loss of generality, we take to be the same near Γ and M .

To derive the nematic term Hnem, which breaks the
tetragonal symmetry along the Fe-Fe directions, it is
enough to find combinations of components of Ψσ(k) and
k, which transform as B2g invariants, i.e. as kxky ∝
K2

x −K2
y . Clearly, there can be no bilinear terms which

mix the two-component spinors at Γ and M , because
such terms would break the lattice translational symme-
try. Meanwhile, nematic is a q = 0 order. The k inde-
pendent terms near Γ follow immediately from the form
of hΓ(k): the only combination of the two components of
ψΓ,σ which transform as kxky is the combination which
multiplies this term in hΓ(k), because the resulting com-
bination is an invariant, i.e. transforms trivially. There-
fore, near Γ, the nematic order induces a k-independent

term ∼
∑

k,σ ψ
†
Γ,σ(k)τ3ψΓ,σ(k). Similarly, at M , the k-

independent combinations which transform as B2g can
be read off from h±M (k). The two independent terms are

∼
∑

k,σ

(

ψ†
X,σ(k)τ̃iψX,σ(k) − ψ†

Y,σ(k)τ̃iψY,σ(k)
)

, where

i = 1 or i = 3. We then obtain

Hnem (k) =





hnemM (k) 0 0
0 −hnemM (k) 0
0 0 hnemΓ (k)



 � σ0,

(8)
with 2× 2 matrices:

hnemM (k) =
ϕ1

4
(τ0 + τ3) +

ϕ3

4
(τ0 − τ3) ,

hnemΓ (k) =
ϕΓ

2
τ3. (9)

Symmetry alone is unable to fix the values of ϕj . Nev-
ertheless, because all ϕj ’s are nematic order parameters,
they must be related to each other microscopically, al-
though they do not need to be equal to each other. It is
now straightforward to obtain the electronic spectrum in
the presence of both nematic order and spin-orbit cou-
pling. We find splittings in the Eg doublet at the Γ point
(energy ǫΓ > 0), as well as in the EM1

and EM3
doublets

at the M point (energies 0 < ǫ1 < ǫ3), given by:

∆Eg =
√

λ2 + ϕ2
Γ

∆EM1/3
= ±

(

ϕ1 − ϕ3

2

)

−
1

2

√

λ2 +

(

ǫ1 − ǫ3 −
ϕ1 + ϕ3

2

)2

+
1

2

√

λ2 +

(

ǫ1 − ǫ3 +
ϕ1 + ϕ3

2

)2

. (10)

To make the expressions of the splittings at the M point
more transparent, it is useful to consider an expansion in
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Figure 2: (a) Band dispersion along the Γ-M line in units of
meV and (b) Fermi surface of the effective low-energy model
in the presence (solid lines) and in the absence (dashed lines)
of both spin-orbit coupling and nematic order (solid lines).
Red (blue) lines denote the states emerging from the M (Γ)
doublets, which will give rise to electron (hole) pockets. The
doublet splittings are explicitly shown. In this figure, the
parameters used were λ = ϕi = 50 meV.

powers of ϕ:

∆Eg =
√

λ2 + ϕ2
Γ,

∆EM1
= ϕ1 −

(ϕ1 + ϕ3)λ
2

4 (ǫ1 − ǫ3)
2 +O

(

λ2ϕ3
)

,

∆EM3
= ϕ3 −

(ϕ1 + ϕ3)λ
2

4 (ǫ1 − ǫ3)
2 +O

(

λ2ϕ3
)

. (11)

These splittings, the corresponding band dispersions, and
the Fermi surface distortions are shown as solid lines in
Fig. 2. The fact that the splitting of the high-symmetry
doublets are not simply proportional to the nematic order
parameter, but depend also on the spin-orbit coupling, is
one of our main results. Eq. (11) shows that the Eg dou-
blet at the Γ point can be split by spin-orbit coupling
even without tetragonal symmetry-breaking. Moreover,
the splitting is insensitive to the sign of the nematic or-
der parameter ϕΓ. We also note that the EM doublets
at the M point can only be split by nematic order. How-
ever, once they are split, the spin-orbit coupling also con-
tributes to the splitting, and the magnitude of this con-
tribution depends also on the proximity between the un-

perturbed doublets, |ǫ1 − ǫ3|. Furthermore, while ϕ1 6= 0
gives the dominant splitting of EM1

, ϕ3 can also cause a
splitting in EM1

even if ϕ1 = 0, as long as the spin-orbit
coupling is non-zero.

Interestingly, the most prominent manifestations of ne-
matic order and spin-orbit coupling on the Fermi surface
occur in different pockets (Fig. 2). On the one hand,
nematic order has a stronger effect on the hole pockets,
as ϕΓ > 0 (ϕΓ < 0) causes the two hole pockets to “re-
pel” each other predominantly along the Kx (Ky) direc-
tion. On the other hand, spin-orbit coupling avoids the
crossing between the two electron pockets, giving rise to
two separate pockets. We emphasize again, despite the
presence of spin-orbit coupling and the nematic order pa-
rameter, all bands remain doubly-degenerate due to the
presence of time reversal and a center of space inversion
[13, 24].

III. COMPARISON TO FIRST-PRINCIPLE

CALCULATIONS AND ARPES EXPERIMENTS

The results derived above are general and independent
of the particularities of the band structure. They rely
only on the space group symmetry P4/nmm and its con-
sequences at the doublets at Γ and M . Yet, in order to
understand the microscopic meaning of the nematic order
parameters (ϕΓ, ϕ1, ϕ3), it is instructive to compare our
results with those obtained from 10-orbital tight-binding
models fitted to first-principle calculations. We used the
model of Ref. [26] for LaFeAsO [27] and added two differ-
ent tetragonal symmetry-breaking terms, while ignoring
the spin-orbit coupling. The first is a uniform onsite en-
ergy splitting between the dxz and dyz orbitals of the
form:

H1 =
∆1

2

∑

kσ

(

c†xz,kσcxz,kσ − c†yz,kσcyz,kσ

)

, (12)

whereas the second is a hopping anisotropy between the
dxy orbitals of the two Fe atoms living in the same unit
cell:

H3 =
∆3

2

∑

kσ

c†
xy(1),kσcxy(2),kσ sin

(

kx
2

)

sin

(

ky
2

)

.

(13)
The results shown in Fig. 3 for ∆1 > 0, ∆3 = 0

and ∆1 = 0, ∆3 > 0 reveal that whereas the Eg and
the EM1

doublets are split by ∆1, the EM3
doublet is

split by ∆3, with ∆Eg = ∆EM1
= ∆1 and ∆EM3

= ∆3.
This is not unexpected, since in our low-energy model the
Eg and EM1

doublets have dxz/dyz characters, whereas
the EM3

doublet has dxy character [13]. Therefore, we
can identify ϕΓ = ϕ1 with the on-site dxz/dyz orbital
anisotropy ∆1 and ϕ3 to the dxy hopping anisotropy ∆3.
Note that these results are insensitive to the microscopic
mechanism behind the tetragonal symmetry breaking,
i.e. whether it arises due to orbital [28–35] or spin fluc-
tuations [2, 36–40], or electron-phonon coupling.
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Figure 3: Band dispersion along the Γ-M direction (in meV)
for the 10-orbital model of Ref. [26] in the presence of (a) an
onsite energy anisotropy between the dxz/dyz orbitals, ∆1 =
50 meV, and (b) a hopping anisotropy between dxy orbitals
of nearest-neighbor Fe atoms, ∆3 = 50 meV. Dashed lines
represent the dispersions for ∆1 = ∆3 = 0.

In making quantitative comparison with experiments,
an important issue is the presence of twin domains, i.e.
while certain regions of the sample are characterized by
a set of nematic order parameters (ϕΓ, ϕ1, ϕ3), other re-
gions display (−ϕΓ,−ϕ1,−ϕ3). To take this effect into
account, in Fig. 4 we superimpose the band dispersions
of the two different types of domains using our effective
model of the previous Section. Since ARPES averages
over the entire sample, in principle it should be capable of
observing the two sets of band dispersions as long as the
momentum and energy resolutions are large enough. As
expected from symmetry considerations, and confirmed
by Eq. (11), the magnitudes of the splittings are insensi-
tive to the sign of the nematic order parameters. In con-
trast, the band dispersions away from the high-symmetry
points are different for distinct domains, resulting in an
effective doubling of the number of bands – even though
the translational symmetry is not lowered. Remarkably,
the hole-pockets dispersions are very similar for the two
domain types, reflecting the dependence of the Eg split-
ting on ϕ2

Γ. Thus, depending on the ARPES resolution, it
may be difficult to resolve the different domain contribu-
tions near the Γ point. Meanwhile, the electron-pockets
dispersions are strongly dependent on the sign of ϕ1 and
ϕ3. In particular, for one sign of the nematic order pa-
rameter, the two branches dispersing from a given EMi

200

-200

-400

-600

G M

e( )k,k

domain 1

domain 2

Figure 4: Band dispersions along the Γ-M direction (in meV)
for two different types of nematic domain. Solid (dashed)
lines correspond to the domain with ϕi = 50 meV (ϕi = −50
meV). In both cases, λ = 50 meV.

doublet either “attract” or “repel” each other – although
spin-orbit coupling in general leads to avoided level cross-
ing. As a result, it is more likely for ARPES to be able to
resolve the two domains contributions near the M point.

We can now discuss the implications of our results to
the interpretation of ARPES experiments in the nematic-
paramagnetic state, which takes place in the temperature
range TSDW < T < Tnem for unstrained samples and in
the temperature range TSDW < T for detwinned sam-
ples [4–12]. The observed splitting of the EM1

doublet
has been mostly attributed to an anisotropy in the on-
site energies of the dxz and dyz orbitals (ferro-orbital or-
der), which in our model is given by ϕΓ = ϕ1. However,
our results in Eq. (11) show that this splitting depends
also on the nematic order parameter ϕ3, corresponding to
anisotropic dxy hopping, and on the spin-orbit coupling
λ. Thus, to properly disentangle these three contribu-
tions ϕ1 = ϕΓ, ϕ3, and λ we argue that it is necessary
to measure simultaneously the splitting of the two dou-
blets at the M point and of the doublet at the Γ point.
The interplay between these three parameters may also
explain why the doublet splittings are different at these
two high-symmetry points, as observed experimentally
[16].

Applied to twin samples, our results reveal important
distinctions in the twin-domains dispersions near the Γ
and M points, as shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, while at Γ
the dispersions are very similar for the two twin domains,
at M they are significantly different, since only in the
latter the nematic order gives rise to a bonding and an
anti-bonding orbital mixing. Moreover, the doubling of
the number of bands is not a consequence of translational
symmetry-breaking, since the nematic order is a q = 0
order.

Finally, we comment on the application of our results
to the 122 materials, whose space group is I4/mmm in-
stead of P4/nmm. In contrast to the latter, the former
space group is symmorphic[13]. In the limit of no cou-
pling between the Fe layers, this distinction is irrelevant,
and the results derived here for the 1111, 111, and 11
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families would also apply to the 122 family. Turning on
a weak inter-layer coupling should lead to small changes,
mixing states at kz = π to kz = 0. Although such an ad-
ditional mixing could complicate the analysis proposed
here, it remains to be seen whether it can be resolved by
current ARPES experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we used a low-energy model that respects
all symmetries of the P4/nmm iron supercondutors to re-
veal the interplay between nematic order and spin-orbit
coupling in the electronic spectrum of these materials.
The simple expressions obtained for the splittings of the
three doublets located at the high-symmetry points of
the crystallographic Brillouin zone, Eq. (11), enables one
to distinguish unambiguously using ARPES experiments

not only these two physical effects, but also the two dif-
ferent contributions to the nematic order – namely the
dxz/dyz orbital and dxy hopping anisotropies. These cri-
teria to disentangle spin-orbit and nematicity, being in-
dependent of details of the band dispersions, open an in-
teresting route to systematically study the energy scales
and the relevance of these two physical effects to the nor-
mal state of different iron-based superconductor families.
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